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What to look for that is NEW and EXCITING Asparagus already got some press last 
week in this space as an early sign of spring, and volume has come on even stronger 

this week with the market diving down to more promotable levels. As more of these 
springtime crops come on, it can behoove a produce department to set the tone with 
large enough displays for eaters to take note and partake, but perhaps not with the 

splash that will be expected when the time comes for the regional harvest here in the 
NW.  

 
On the fruit side, it may be time to clear some space for a solid mound of Honeygold 
grapefruit. This much anticipated heirloom variety will be with us for at least the next 

three or four weeks and makes for a fantastic department highlight during that 
stretch. Heirloom navels, laden with both complexity and sweetness, also continue to 

flow north from our friends at Buck Brand in Terra Bella. Even though as a collective 
produce trade, we’ve been hammering on a citrus focus for months now, it’s key to 
recall that springtime brings some of the finest eating experiences, particularly with 

navels. So, before we turn the dial to berries and other spring highlights, there’s 
plenty of mileage to go in the citrus category, including some mandarin varieties that 
have yet to even start up.  

 
Apples Overall, expect varieties to begin dropping off as we move into the latter part 

of February. Take advantage of the varietal diversity while it exists! Braeburn may be 
one of the first to go, possibly winding down after next week. There remains strong 
and promotable volume on Pink Lady, Granny Smith and Cameo, while the Fuji 

market has inched up again. Supply on those four varieties should be steady in the 
near term. Honeycrisp is also a steady option, with other varieties such as 

Enterprise, Gold Blush (very few remain), Opal and Lady Alice among others, hanging 
on.  
 

Berries Blueberries are still the top option on the promotional side, with abundant 
supply now flowing from the Southern Hemisphere, with the market down to match. 
Strawberries are also beginning their annual spring uptick (in volume that is), with 

the market coming off weekly. Look for the opportunity to move retail pricing to far 
more accessible levels as we get into March. Raspberries will likely hold somewhat 

steady, with volume available but not yet big enough to move the dial.  
 
Fall/summer fruit Some Happy Giant plums are still around, coming to us via air 

from Chile, for those that must have. Look for Red Globe grapes, also from Chile, to 
be back in time for the coming weekend. On the domestic side, kiwifruit remains a 
fantastic promotional item. Don’t shy away from bins, as quality is still very high.  



 

 
Grapefruit For grapefruit lovers everywhere, we’ve entered the time of year for 

rejoicing! Varietal options that have been with us for months are still in decent 
supply, including Rio Star and Star Ruby; the much anticipated heirloom variety, 

Honeygold, has now joined the fray. This yellow-skinned fruit from South Texas, with 
pale golden-yellow flesh, is held in high regard by many for its mild sweet flavor. It 
provides a new potential promotional centerpiece over the next three or four weeks 

for departments across the Northwest.  
 
Oranges Navel oranges, both heirloom and more standard varieties, remain in 

abundant supply and provide some of the finest eating of the season. Cara Cara 
volume is steady, with promotions available on both fancy and choice grade fruit. 

Look for Mango Valencia to be back in decent supply this weekend with the more 
standard juicing Valencia back in, as well. Blood oranges will be back for the 
weekend, with a combination of Moro and Sanguinelli on tap. Look for the market to 

be a bit tight as we move into early next week.  
 

Pears Domestic pears are winding down. One last shot of Bosc is expected this week, 
and D’Anjou are also becoming a challenge to source. Red D’Anjou are also ending, 
which signals the end of red pears until Red Bartlett comes on out of Argentina 

sometime in March. Before that, the first load of Green Bartlett should arrive from 
Argentina the last week of February. Expect overall tight supply over the next week or 
so, as we await the first of the imported fruit.  

 
Misc. Citrus There is still loads of variety in the world of mandarins, with Murcott 

and TDE still leading the way volume-wise. Other varieties include Lee, Royal and 
Page, with Pixie on tap for a few weeks out. Meyer lemon volume is on the rise this 
week, with some targeted opportunities to feature these. Kumquats, both Meiwa and 

Nagami, should be steady through the weekend.  

Tropical Strawberry papaya are back this week, with a decent volume in house. An 
additional variety, Formosa, is also slated for arrival over the weekend, although in 

much lower volume. Mangos continue to be abundant. Kent mangos are the 
predominant volume opportunity out of Peru, and Tommy Atkins and Ataulfo 
volumes out of Mexico are also starting to perk up. Look for a trickle of pineapple to 

return as we move into next week.  

Avocados Hass volume out of Mexico is expected to be strong at least through 
March, with domestic supply already starting up. Stay in tune with your OGC sales 
representative on the oil content, as it can vary considerably by growing region. For 

additional options, look for some more green-skinned Bacon next week.  

Asparagus The market is dropping considerably this week. Abundant volume 
continues to flow north out of Mexico, and this season’s domestically-grown crop is 

starting up out of California. Look for higher market pricing out of California.  There 
are plenty of promotions available for those interested in an early spring feature, 



 

especially as the weather of late here in the Pacific Northwest has been on the mild 
side.  

Broccoli/Cauliflower Broccoli volume continues with heavy flow and aggressive 

pricing from multiple growers out of California. Look for this to continue at least into 
next week. The market may have hit its low point for the winter months, and it will 

start clawing back up at some point. Cauliflower volume is still mostly steady, 
although the market is expected to inch up as we move into the early part of next 
week. Orange and purple are not all that heavy, but availability remains in play 

weekly.  
 
Beans/Peas Green bean supply is on the rise again out of Mexico, with strong 

volume expected to continue for the next couple of weeks. Sugar snap and snow peas 
are also steady, with Mexican volume peaking there, as well. English peas, while 

significantly lighter, remain available.  
 
Bunched Greens Bunched spinach is still somewhat inconsistent, but this category 

is primarily a very stable one. Look for kale pricing to remain at its seasonal low, with 
relative decent volume on all three varieties. Look for collards, dandelion and chards 

to all remain steady. This remains a fantastic focus category early in 2016.  
 
Carrots/Celery Bunched carrot volume is building out of California, with rainbow 

volume stronger early next week. Celery will nudge up just a couple of dollars, while 
supply remains mostly stable.  
 

Cucumber Volume looks to be improving just a tad for the weekend. For the most 
part, though, it’s a similar tale to what it’s been for most of 2016 in the land of 

cucumbers with limited availability and a strong market. This impacts both slicing 
and wrapped English cukes. Expect improvement as we move into March.  
 

Lettuce/Salad Look for strong leaf volumes to last into the early spring and likely 
beyond, with very strong volume coming out of California on most major varieties, 

including green, red and Romaine. Baby salad greens will be intermittently on the 
tight side, with no major shortage likely, as a downy mildew challenge has returned 
to some of the growing area.  

 
Peppers There is still some strong volume out there, particularly on red bell peppers. 
Look for a rise in yellow and orange bell pricing this week. Green remain a steady 

option. Most of the hot pepper options, outside of Poblano, remain largely consistent.  
 

Potatoes/Onions Look for plenty of stability in both major onion and potato varieties 
to last into late March at the latest. There are still plenty of sweet onions to take us 
into early March. Some specialty potatoes will perpetuate, with Huckleberry, Ozette 

and most fingerlings still in play.  
 

Roots Red, gold and Cylindra beets remain steady here in the NW on the bulk side, 
leading an array of root crops which are all abundant. This lengthy list includes 



 

parsnips, turnips, rutabaga, sunchokes, burdock and even purple daikon amongst 
others. On the radish front, there are options a plenty, with watermelon, red 

bunched, black and Easter egg all at our collective disposal. Celeriac continues to 
gap, as the new crop is still several weeks away (at least).   

 
Squash While zucchini has a well-known reputation for coming on like a storm 
surge, this year’s crop coming out of Mexico is somewhat exceptional. One of our 

strong partners in the region, Covilli, is reporting a record harvest, which should lead 
to promotable volume for at least the next three or four weeks. Winter squash 
varieties, on the other hand, are more akin to tiny waves lapping against the shore. 

Acorn, in particular, is limited, with Butternut and Spaghetti the only varietals in 
steady supply. Supply is now primarily out of Mexico, although some domestic 

supply will perpetuate here and there for another couple of weeks.  
 
Trivia Question of the week: This heirloom, tender and sweet beet variety from 

Denmark is unique for its length, and it produces much more uniform slices when 
cut than round beets. What is it? 

 
Tomatoes Expect strong supply over the next three or four weeks, as the seasonal 
harvest out of Mexico is peaking. Look for opportunity to feature an aggressive retail 

almost across the board, including vine clusters, Roma, beefsteak, most cherry types 
and even heirlooms. It may seem somewhat counterintuitive given the highly 
seasonal reputation of this fruit, but a strong tomato offering, no matter what time of 

year, can help a department stand out.  
 

 


